Single Face HDPE
Expect superior performance
from our plastic corrugated rolls.
Liberty Plastics rolls are made from our high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) laminate board, which is lightweight,
strong, versatile, reusable, and weather and chemical
resistant. Our HDPE substrate is fabricated using a
co-extrusion process that allows three distinct layers of
material to come together and form a substrate that is
unmatched. Liberty Plastics corrugated plastic is made in the
USA with postindustrial recycled material content.
Our numerous product features drive your competitive
advantage. So start experiencing the many benefits of HDPE.

Largest Variety of Rolled Plastic Corrugated

Meets diverse protection requirements; weights range
from light to heavy

Unique Single Face Solution

Allows quick, easy and effective wrapping of
valuable product & challenging shapes

Double Wall Solution

Cushions products from impact damage; keeps
products safe during transit and storage

Laminate Design

Rolls easily & quickly; provides finished appearance;
reduces waste and labor costs

Inventory Management

Offers inventory management services
to support JIT inventory needs

Multiple Roll Size Options
Includes rolls up to 96” wide and roll lengths
up to 900’

Learn the Value of Laminate
Liberty Plastics uses high density
polyethylene (HDPE) laminate board.
Our proprietary laminated corrugated
substrate maintains service life of over
50 cycles even in the most rigorous
applications. A strong performer in
any environment, our plastic corrugate
survives extreme heat and cold while
resisting cracking.
The triple wall laminate design of our
substrate resists punctures and surface
abrasions and holds superior surface crush
properties over polypropylene,
yet is still lightweight.

Multiple Color Options

Customizes rolls for identification purposes
Our high-performance HDPE rolls are a testament to the quality and durability of our recyclable stock solutions.
And our service team relentlessly pursues just the right plastic corrugate solution for your unique needs.

Contact us to discuss your particular protection challenges.
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Liberty Plastics Single
Face HDPE Specifications
Part #

Width of Roll
With Corrugation

Length of Roll
Across Corrugation

4465D

48 inches

250 feet

HDPE Single Face Black/White

110 # MSF

4465A10

96 inches

250 feet

HDPE Single Face Black/White

110 # MSF

Material Type

Color

Material
Weight

$100.00 repacking fee will be charged to orders not containing 4 (4465D) or 4 (4465A10) rolls per skid
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